
Frequently Asked Questions 
About Confirmation Sponsors 

 
What is a Confirmation sponsor? 

A sponsor is the person who walks with a candidate for Confirmation in that candidate’s 

lifelong faith journey, especially during the time of proximate and immediate preparation 

for the sacrament. According to Canon 892, “The sponsor's function is to take care that the 

person confirmed behaves as a true witness of Christ and faithfully fulfils the duties 

inherent in this sacrament.” 

 

Who can be a Confirmation sponsor? 

The requirements for a Confirmation sponsor are laid out in Canon Law and are the same 

as the requirements for a baptismal godparent: 

• Must be at least 16 years old 

• Must be a fully initiated Catholic (has been baptized, confirmed, and received First 

Communion) 

• Must practice the Catholic faith (i.e. Sunday Mass attendance, receiving the Eucharist, 

going to Reconciliation at least annually) 

• Must not be under a “canonical penalty” (This usually comes up in reference to 

marriages. To be a sponsor, one must either not be married or be in a recognized Catholic 

marriage.) 

• Cannot be the father or mother of the person being confirmed 

 

Why all the requirements? 

A sponsor needs to be a model of faith for the person being confirmed. How can a sponsor 

who is not actively practicing the faith teach a young person to be a good Catholic? 

 

Who should choose the sponsor? 

Ideally, the person being confirmed should choose the sponsor. Canon Law suggests that a 

baptismal godparent be considered as the first option for a Confirmation sponsor, but this 

is not necessary. 

 

My sponsor lives far away… 

Don’t panic! Remember that the role of the sponsor is to walk with the person being 

confirmed during the preparation process—not simply to walk that person down the aisle 

to the bishop! Even if your sponsor lives far away, staying in contact through a simple 

telephone call during your preparation is a great way to for your sponsor to fulfill the duty 

of helping you prepare—not just for Confirmation, but for a life of discipleship. 

 

Okay, but what about the Confirmation Mass? 

If your sponsor can’t make it to the Confirmation Mass, that is okay. Literally anyone is 

allowed to stand in for your sponsor at the Confirmation Mass. (The “stand in” is called a 

proxy.) Your sponsor is still your sponsor, no matter who you choose as a proxy. 

 



I haven’t found a sponsor yet, and you said the Sacrament Request is already due! 

Okay, we can work with this. Schedule your Confirmation interview as soon as you can, and 

make sure to mention that you are looking for a sponsor. We will help you come up with 

some options so that you can select a sponsor as soon as possible. 

 

What is that form that I need for my sponsor? 

That’s the Sponsor Eligibility Form, and we are asking for it now because it takes time to 

complete it. The sponsor needs to fill this form out. You cannot fill this out for your 

sponsor. Your sponsor’s home parish also has to complete part of the form before it comes 

back to St. Mark. This can take a while, especially if your sponsor lives far away. So please 

don’t wait! 

 

Okay, I haven’t turned in the Sponsor Eligibility Form yet, but I know I need to 

register for Confirmation. 

At this point, go ahead and turn in everything else. But don’t forget about the Sponsor 

Eligibility Form! Choose a sponsor and turn in that form no later than December 13, 2015. 

Plan ahead; if you give the form to your sponsor on December 12th, it will be pretty difficult 

to get it turned in to St. Mark on the 13th. 

 

 


